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VERSATILE LIKE OUR BREAD
BAKIng TEchnOLOgy fOR qUALITy PRODUcTS

the baker‘s 
crown
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advanced baking technology is not something that is achieved from one day to the next. success 
in this field requires great experience, in-depth knowledge of all processes involved, dedication to 
continuous improvement and - last but not least - the firm desire to offer bakeries the best possible 
solution at any time. kÖnIG is operating on the basis of these principles since 1966.

SUccESS nEEDS 
TO SET cLEAR TARgETS 

hISTORy

könig aims at offering every single customer the best possible solution for their processing requi-
rements, taking into account the entire production process - from kneading and forming of the 
dough to fermenting, baking and vacuum cooling. könig is a synonym for automated processing of 
small breads, catering for the entire range of products in this field. könig offers the right equipment 
for various needs, ranging from compact Mini rex dividing and rounding machines to high-perfor-
mance industrial units with hourly outputs of up to 30,000 pieces. the engineers at könig develop 
and design complete production lines that are tailor-made and customised to suit the requirements 
and wishes of the bakeries.

helmut  könig establishes „Maschi-
nenfabrik helmut könig“; launch of 
„regina“ roll stamping machine

First „rex automat“ prototype 
produced

Patent application for rex; 
start of serial production

Joint Venture with ceLba in cell-
dömölk, hungary, which becomes a 
100% subsidiary company trading as 
könig kft

Founding of distribution subsidiary 
koenIG Inc. in the Usa and canada; 
establishment of subsidiary könig La-
miniertechnik in Germany; construc-
tion of technology center in Graz with 
demonstration bakery, development 
and testing facilities

establishment of distribution subsi-
diary könig nederland bV; company 
workforce grows to 400

5.000. rex

Foundation of the sales company 
könig Germany

opening of the new demonstration 
center Graz, statteggerstraße, 900 m² 

application center for permanent 
tests , prototype construction, further 
and new development
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1989-1991
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1966

the world is becoming smaller. borders are becoming less and less important and
many have already completely disappeared. habits, traditions and cultures influ-
ence each other - and so do eating habits and culinary preferences. these chan-
ges open up new opportunities, but also make the market more competitive. only 
companies with a clear position in the market and a consistent strategy can suc-
ceed in such an environment. this applies to bakers as well as their suppliers. the 
könig recipe for success has become a great seller in our export trade. From the 
company‘s headquarters in Graz, austria, we are now operating a production, 
distribution and service network that spans the globe:

KönIg hEADqUARTERS AnD TEchnOLOgy cEnTER

könig Maschinen Gesellschaft m.b.h.
Graz-andritz, Österreich

KönIg LAmInIERTEchnIK gESELLSchAfT m.B.h.

KönIg gERmAny

Dinkelsbühl, Germany

Dinkelsbühl, Germany

KOEnIg KfT.

celldömölk, hungary

KOEnIg TEchnOLOgy Inc.

Gorinchem, netherlands

richmond, Va, Usa

InTERnATIOnAL REPRESEnTATIOnS
australia, belgium, canada, chile, croatia, cyp-
rus, czech republic, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Great britain, Greece, hong kong, India, Israel, 
Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, nor-
way, Poland, russia, singapore, slovakia, slo-
venia, spain, south africa, sweden, switzerland, 
taiwan.

opening of new site for oven produc-
tion in Graz

hOw ABOUT SUccESS AcROSS ALL LInES?

KönIg cOnqUERS ThE wORLD
fORwARD-LOOKIng STRATEgy In A gLOBAL mARKET

KönIg nEDERLAnD BV
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TO cOnVIncE ThE mARKET,
yOU nEED RELIABLE PARTnERS
PUT yOUR TRUST InTO mAchInES ThAT cATER
fOR ALL yOUR PRODUcTIOn nEEDS

the philosophy of könig can be summed up as follows: the best solution 
for any requirements!

benefit from:

 � our in-depth knowledge of the production process.

 � our optimised solutions for subprocesses as well as for the entire 
production line from dough production to product forming, baking 
and cooling.

 � our capability to cater for individual requirements.

 � our expertise and experience in the design and manufacture of in-
dustrial units.

 � our know-how in the fields of product development, planning, ma-
nufacturing, installation, commissioning, servicing and spare parts 
provision. 

OUR PRODUcT RAngE AT A gLAncE

 � MIXInG anD kneaDInG

 � conVeYInG

 � DIVIDInG anD roUnDInG

 � DoUGh strInG technoLoGY

 � ProVInG

 � staMPInG anD ForMInG

 � bakInG

 � cooLInG

STARTIng wITh A mOUTh-
wATERIng PROmISE
mIXIng AnD KnEADIng wITh SPIRAL 
AnD TwIn TwIST mIXERS

our machines for mixing and kneading are an example of the case in point. the 
technically advanced, tried and tested spiral and twin twist mixers are highly reli-
able units for the preparation of dough. we offer models for bakeries of any size. 
For applications where the processing temperature is a key factor, we provide 
double-walled temperature-controlled kneading bowls. 

with könig equipment, you can achieve best product quality:

 � Gentle processing of all ingredients of wheat, rye, wholemeal and mixed dough

 � efficient production processes

 � short kneading times, reducing temperature increase in the dough to a mini-
mum

 � Long lasting durability with minimum cleaning and maintenance requirements 
thanks to stainless steel components.

POwERfUL mAchInES mAKE
wORK EASIER
mOVIng BOwLS wITh ThE 
hERKULES hOIST

our herkules bowl hoist has been designed with these principles in mind. Its name
really says it all: the hoist can handle dough weights of up to 1,100 kg (2,400 lb). 
the tilting angle of max. 110 degrees and a height of up to 3.30 m (11 ft.) guaran-
tee full compatibility with other dough processing equipment.

our herkules offers even more:

 � safety features such as reliable locking of the dough bowl during lifting and 
tilting.

 � Maximum flexibility due to various hoisting and tilting locking mechanisms (sta-
tionary, adjustable in length, movable in horizontal and vertical direction, or 
fixed with screws).

twin twist mixer
spiral mixer

herkules 
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BEST EffEcTS wITh KOEnIg
DIVIDIng AnD ROUnDIng wITh ThE REX SySTEm

Dough is divided and formed practically everywhere in the world, from Patagonia 
to alaska. to produce equipment that caters for the many different ways of pro-
cessing dough is of course a formidable challenge for a complete range supplier 
such as könig.
with the impressive flexibility of the rex system, könig demonstrates once more
that it is fully committed to meeting the needs of its customers in the field of divi-
ding and rounding. the rex machines handle the dough gently and divide, round 
and form it automatically, irrespective of whether the pieces to be processed are 
large or small.

rex machines are suitable as stand-alone units for manual setting, or as head 
machines for compact and industrial units. the rex is the heart of your bakery!

 � the Mini rex and Mini rex Futura two-row machines are suitable for use as 
head machines as well as stand-alone units for setting by hand. they are the 
ideal solution for the economical yet gentle division of dough. In the classic 
segment, the rex have up to 6 rows and achieve hourly capacities of up to 
9,000 pieces. Matched exactly to the needs of customers, they are available as 
a basic, classic or Grande design. the Futura design enables particularly high 
weight ranges to be covered.

 � the Industrie rex series relies on the separation of the dividing and rounding 
process. this firstly means that the dough is treated particularly gently, and 
secondly it is possible to increase the cycle rate to 50 strokes or more a minute; 
this means that hourly capacities of up to 42,000 pieces an hour are possible! 
Depending on the weights and rows, the Industrie rex is manufactured as the 
I, II or III model. For particularly high weights as Plus, for large weight ranges 
as Futura.

mAKE A gOOD START wITh A REX mAchInE – AS A hEAD mAchInE OR 
STAnD-ALOnE UnIT fOR SETTIng By hAnD. 

classic rex Futura

STRESS-fREE In-LInE PRODUcTIOn
PROgRAmm DIVIDIng AnD ROUnDIng wITh 
ThE STRESS-fREE PROgRAm

our stress-free operating system has been developed specifically for gentle dou-
gh cutting and string forming. the minimum mechanical stress on the dough en-
sures that the bubbles in the dough remain intact and that the fermented product 
etains its structure.

Gentle dough processing. Modular or compact design with exchangeable tools 
for best results.

the research and development activities of könig are based on two fundamental 
strategic premises: First: Market orientation to meet customer and industry needs. 
second: advancement of position as technological leader.

cERES 2.1

the ceres 2.1 is a multi-talented unit for the production of many different types 
of bread, including Mediterranean specialities such as ciabatta and French ba-
guette, as well as rye breads and mixed products. thanks to the unique principle 
of division by gravity of the ceres 2.0, shear forces are minimised: no pressing 
through pistons, no suction, no ejection! there is probably no system that divides
dough more gently - even for high dough yields and long resting times.

rye-wheat bread, rye bread, ciabatta, white bread

Industry rexMini rex
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the two outstanding features of the artisan sFc are its compact design
and the excellent price-performance ratio. thanks to exchangeable tools, it
caters for a varied range of products.

ciabatta, rectangular breads

the artisan sFr is the ideal machine for all types of rectangular and round 
bread specialties. the technically advanced dough dividing and string forming 
system does away with the time-consuming and often inaccurate manual pro-
duction of dough portions. the sFr does it automatically, gently and accura-
tely, and is thus the ideal head machine for bread roll processing plants.

ciabatta, rectangular breads, bread rolls

baguette, ciabatta, rectangular breads, bread rolls

TwO SATELLITES fOR EVEn
mORE RELAXATIOn
mEnES 1.0 – BREAK-ThROUgh In ThE fIELD 
Of DOUgh ShEETIng.

the Menes 1.0 by könig is a dough sheeting machine for use in industrial produc-
tion that sets new standards with regard to modular flexibility. Its launch marked 
the introduction of a completely new standard in technology and customer ori-
entation.

the Menes 1.0 unit can grow in line with the success of our customers. by aligning 
the various units in different ways, bakeries can assemble production lines for 
baguettes, flatbread, pita bread, white bread, thin dough (for strudel, baklava) or 
crispbread, as well as for ciabatta, pizza dough, puff pastry and Danish pastry. 
Its flexible functions also allow for the production of several different products on
one production line.

DOUgh PORTIOnIng mAchInE

the dough from the kneader is divided into portions of  
pproximately 10 kg (22 lb) and transferred onto the con-
veyor belt of the dough string former.

DOUgh STRIng fORmER

the shear forces that occur when dough strings are formed 
can be avoided with this machine. It produces a continuous 
string with minimum physical impact on the dough.

TwIn-SAT UnIT

the twin-sat is equipped with two satellite roller heads po-
sitioned one above the other and allows for the formation 
of dough strips with minimum shearing forces. It marks a 
revolution in the production of dough strings.

gUILLOTInE

our guillotine offers a range of advantages when it comes 
to cutting and stamping: It can handle high cutting forces 
and produces accurate vertical cuts in products with dia-
meters up to 100 mm (4 inches). the various cutting and 
stamping tools can be exchanged within a few minutes. 
the machine works virtually vibration-free and silent.

ARTISAn Sfc

ARTISAn SfR

ARTISAn SfI

DETAILS ThAT mAKE ALL ThE DIffEREncE:

the artisan sFI is designed for the processing of large dough quan-
tities and combines gentle processing with an excellent throughput 
rate for ciabattas, rectangular and country-style breads. Minimum 
shear forces ensure gentle processing of the dough. the artisan 
sFI is a modular unit and can thus be combined with a number 
of different components such as rounding stations, baguette win-
ders, dampening and seeding units, etc.
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 � compact pre-prover plant with Mini rex Futura as head 
machine

 � Deliverable in the versions k or sL

 � 2 - row operation

 � single row discharge belt for manual product removal

 � Prover with approx. 145 fillable swings

 � Proving time approx. 8 min at 145 swings and a hourly ca-
pacity of 2.000 pieces

 � stamping station with easily changeable stamping tools

 � ontegrated forming station with pre-calibration roller

 � head machine can be swivelled out to remove products 
manually

 � Prover operation: 2.000 – 2.500, continuously adjustable

SmALL IS BEAUTIfUL
mInI REX - VERSATILE PRODUcT ASSORTmEnT wITh hIgh hOURLy OUTPUT

where cultures meet, life becomes more interesting. this also applies to doughs 
and bakery products. könig has embraced this challenge with great enthusiasm 
and renewed focus on proving, stamping and forming. 

Depending on the product, our units with provers round, convolute, stamp, press,
cut or otherwise form the dough pieces. the comprehensive range of machine 
configurations caters for all requirements.

 � Production of round, long rolled, rolled folded and flattened 
products, without pre-prover

 � hourly output adjustable from 1,800 to 4,000 pieces

 � available with Mini rex and Mini rex Futura head machine

the Laurin from könig introduces a completely new plant con-
cept. It focuses on user-friendly operation, high output rate, com-
pact design and attractive price-performance ratio while catering 
for as many different products as possible.

 � Particularly suitable for the production of round breads (buns, sco-
nes with raisins, Danish pastry), formed breads (e.g. kaiser rolls) 
and long rolled products (standard rolls, cut rolls); If combined with 
a cross delivery unit and adjacent convoluting machine it can also 
be used to produce croissant-type products including kornspitz

 � about 3.2 m long

 � output rate up to 3,000 pieces per hour

 � all machine parts equipped with castors

 � with Mini rex or Mini rex Futura head machine

 � Ideal for small family bakeries and similar companies, as a second 
unit for larger bakeries or in shop bakeries

ThE cOmPAcT RAngE fOR ADVAncED REqUIREmEnTS
EcO cOmPAcT UnITS wITh AUTOmATIc SETTIng

the excellent flexibility of this range of machine is due to the modular concept of the 
units and their combination. we therefore focus on the manufacture of tailor-made 
bread roll lines for any type of bakery, output range and budget. our machines are fine-
tuned for use in all types of bakeries from family shops to industrial production lines

 � compact bread roll line for round stamped products (e.g. German kaiser rolls)

 � output rate of up to 5,100 pieces per hour

 � 5-row machine

 � suitable for operation with many different stamping tools

 � available with special setting frame for setting face up or face down

 � setting onto baking sheets/trays (580 x 780 mm or 580 x 980 mm)

 � hourly capacity up to 9000/7500 pieces at 6/5-row operation and 
7500/6000 pieces at 5/4-row operation

 � total length of only 3766 mm with rex Futura and 3666 mm with rex 
classic, additional direct setting as standard

 � reginamatik stamping station with reversible cups for stamped, long 
rolled stamped and sliced products

 � cutting unit with cutting girder and dough piece deflector

 � option for cross conveyance

 � integrated direct transfer for doughs without resting time and later ex-
pansion

 � compact pre-prover plant with Mini rex Futura as head 
machine

 � 2 - row operation

 � single row discharge belt for manual product removal

 � Prover with approx. 100 fillable swings for max. 75 g single 
piece weight

 � Proving time approx. 6 min at a hourly capacity of 2.000 
pieces

 � stamping station with easily interchangeable stamping 
tools

mInI REX wITh fORmSTATIOn DR-RR 400

mInI REX wITh cOmPAcT PLAnT g 2000

mInI REX wITh cOmPAcT PLAnT gS 2000 EcO TwIn 9000

EcO 4000

LAURIn
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TAILOR-mADE By KönIg fOR gREAT fIT
cUSTOmISED InDUSTRIAL UnITS wITh OUTSTAnDIng
ThROUghPUT RATES fOR qUALITy PRODUcTS

we would not be the leading manufacturer of bread roll lines, if we were not able 
to meet the specific requirements of both small bakeries and industrial producers. 
we offer you customised solutions that meet the highest technical standards so 
that you can in turn provide the market with quality breads produced at high out-
put rates.

our machines can produce buns of all shapes and sizes, short and long rolls, fruit 
breads and many other local specialities! It is up to you to decide what you wish 
to produce in which quantities. we will then supply the equipment you need.

tailor-made units from könig offer unrivalled output rates, excellent product quality
and thus best possible added value. secure your success by choosing the right 
investment.

row reduction

forming station

setting unit

the combi Line unit is a typical example of the efficient im-
plementation of our modular system. the key components 

of the unit can be retrofitted at any time, which is of great 
advantage to growing businesses.

 � Multifunction unit for great product variety

 � output rate of up to 7,500 pieces per hour

 � könig 3-fold reversible cup catering for a wide product range

 � wachauer rounding device for the production of quality country-style breads 
and rosette products

 � equipped with upstream integrated resting zone with long rolling station for 
quality cut rolls and long rolls

 � Modular system, suitable for subsequent fitting of seeder, convoluting or cut-
ting stations

 � equipped with energy-saving insulating glass ensuring constant conditions in 
pre-prover and final prover

 � Quality stainless steel design

 � Monoline or multi-functional units catering for a virtually 
unlimited range of products

 � output rate of up to 36,000 pieces per hour

 � Modular system for customised configuration: suita-
ble for buns, round and long rolls, cut rolls, wholemeal 
breads, doughnuts, etc

 � can handle multiple cutting, seeding, glazing, etc

 � can be upgraded with final prover with insulated housing 
and controlled climate

 � suitable for upgrading with swing cleaning, suction and 
infrared disinfection station

 � Quality stainless steel design

 � PLc system with touch panel

 � output rate of up to 7,500 pieces per hour

 � 5-/4-/3-row operation

 � Modular design of entire unit – allows for easy retrofitting

 � automatic setting onto baking sheets/trays (max. 580 x 
980 mm)

 � can be equipped with lateral exit and convoluting machi-
ne to cater for the production of croissants and similar 
specialities

 � excellent processing results thanks to the use of quality 
stainless steel components

 � easy accessibility of all essential components for cleaning 
and maintenance

 � PLc system which can store 50 programs

1

2

3

1 2 3

Infrarot sterilisation

kkM forming station

swings cleaning station

1

2

3

cOmBI LInE

KKm

hIgh-PERfORmAncE InDUSTRIAL UnITS

1

2

3
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fOUR OVEnS fOR cRISPy RESULTS
gUARAnTEED PRODUcT qUALITy ThAnKS TO
LATEST BAKIng TEchnOLOgy

to meet the needs of the market, we offer four different oven models. 
whether you are looking for a small oven with high output rate, a highly 
automated unit for continuous operation or “traditional“ baking results:
könig has a solution!

 � roto Passat – uniform quality with a twist

 � Passat oh – combining compact design with high output

 � stratotherM – baking in deck oven offering the stacking advanta-
ges of rack oven

 � InteGraL – unrivalled ratio of floor space to baking space

 � easy to operate, allows for fast interference in the baking process

 � well-designed computer control system for consistent quality

 � easy to clean thanks to durable stainless steel design

qUALITy PRODUcTS mADE fROm nOThIng
ThE REVOLUTIOnARy KönIg VAcUUm LInES

könig succeeded in devising a vacuum technology for cost-ef-
fective use in the bread production industry. the use of vacuum 
technology in the baking process offers a range of advantages 
over conventional freezing methods, especially with regard to the 
production, logistics, sale and finishing of products.

advantages for manufacturer:

 � shorter baking times

 � better utilisation of oven capacity

 � consistently dry, uniform crust

 � cost-effective handling and storage

 � compact design

 � Low maintenance and servicing costs

advantages for retail stores and outlets:

 � consistent and reliable baking quality

 � easy handling without the need to monitor the fermenting process

 � Fast availability without the need for defrosting

 � extremely short finishing phase (baking for 5 to 7 minutes)

 � high flexibility, large product range and quick response times

 � Greater freshness, fewer returns

 � no need for freezing capacities

energy savings up to 50%, protecting 

the environment



König maschinen gesellschaft m.b.h.
stattegger straße 80, 8045 Graz, aUstrIa
tel.: +43 316 6901-0, Fax: +43 316 6901-115
info@koenig-rex.com, www.koenig-rex.com

each machine and unit undergoes a number of test runs with and 
without dough. Most of our technicians are actually trained bakers. 
they assemble the machine at our premises and then commission 
them, using their indepth knowledge of the baking trade. If you 
should encounter any problems, simply contact our spare parts and
service department. we are available day and night from anywhere 
in the world:

24h

SERVIcES AnD SPARE PARTS
fROm ThE mAnUfAcTURER!

DURIng OffIcE hOURS: +43 316.6901.0

OUTSIDE OffIcE hOURS: +43 316.6901.739

* Measurements indicated in mm – not binding, technical changes reserved. July 2010

TRUST BASED On EXPERIEncE
AnD SEcURITy Of InVESTmEnT
TEST OUR mAchInES AT ThE TEchnOLOgy
cEnTER fOR cUSTOmERS!

any investment that you make will improve your opportunities for success in the 
future. Profitability can only be guaranteed if the investment is made wisely. whe-
ther this is the case can often only be assessed afterwards. könig however gives 
you the opportunity to check out its machines before spending any money.

to make sure that you don‘t buy the pig in a poke:
thoroughly test the könig machines at our technology center.

Visit our centers in Graz and Dinkelsbühl. based on your recipes and raw materials, 
we will work out the best solution for you until you are fully happy with our sug-
gestion. If necessary, we adjust the units again and start the entire customisation 
process over again. this ensures that you can offer your customers what they 
expect from you.


